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Abstract
If an agent understands how to reason about some objects, can it generalize this
understanding to new objects that it has never seen before? We propose the
Object-based Generalization for Reasoning Environment (OGRE) for testing object
generalization in the context of active physical reasoning. OGRE emphasizes
evaluating agents by how efficiently they solve novel physical reasoning tasks,
not just how well they can predict the future. OGRE provides two levels of
generalization: generalization over reasoning strategies with familiar objects, and
generalization over new object types that still share similar material properties
to those in training. We run three baseline agents on OGRE, showing that an
image-based Deep Q-Network [6] can learn reasoning strategies that generalize
in a limited way across familiar object types, but does not generalize at all to
new object types. We hope OGRE will encourage advances in building object
representations that more explicitly enable generalizable reasoning and planning
compared to previous benchmarks. Code to use OGRE can be found at https://
github.com/facebookresearch/phyre/blob/master/agents/OGRE.md.
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Introduction

In recent years, AI systems have become increasingly adept at perceiving and predicting objects’
dynamics, supported by the development of datasets [5, 8] that explicitly test these abilities. However,
it is not simply passive prediction accuracy that allows humans and other animals to survive and adapt
– it is how those mechanisms support active behavior that can be generalized to new situations. For this
reason, physical problem-solving paradigms have been widely used as explicit tests of intelligence
throughout the animal kingdom [7, 4, 9, 3].
Inspired by this observation, the PHYRE and Virtual Tools benchmarks were developed to provide
similarly difficult physical problem-solving tests for artificial and biological agents. Virtual Tools [1]
found that humans are adept and efficient in their physical problem-solving, and that this is supported
by object-oriented, model-based planning. In contrast, PHYRE [2] showed that even well-trained
deep reinforcement learning agents fail abysmally at these kinds of puzzles. Both PHYRE and Virtual
Tools emphasize evaluating agents by the efficiency of their actions rather than their ability to make
passive predictions about how the world will unfold.
OGRE extends beyond PHYRE and Virtual Tools to test object generalization: the ability to both
generalize physical reasoning to new puzzles, as well as to novel objects. All of the tasks in PHYRE –
including both training and testing – were designed using a small number of object types, and so the
benchmark does not test whether agents that can solve its task have object representations that extend
to other domains. Virtual Tools was designed as a test suite with training left to model designers,
and so cannot assess how well objects generalize between training and testing. In contrast, OGRE
explicitly separates training and testing domains so that while they have identical action spaces and
dynamics, there are objects in the test suite that are not observed in training, but whose properties can
be determined from their appearance in the same way as in training. Thus, to solve OGRE, agents
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B. Within-Dataset

A. Training

Testing

Successful action (x, y, radius)
with trajectory shown by
translucent objects

Make the green ball
touch the blue ball

Make the green ball
touch the purple floor

Make the green ball
touch the blue ball

Make the green ball
touch the purple floor

C. Cross-Dataset
Testing

Make the green ball touch
the purple bar for 3 seconds

Make the green block
touch the purple floor

Make the green ball touch
the blue bar for 3 seconds

Make the green ball
touch the purple bar

Figure 1: A Top: an example of a level within the training set of OGRE. Black and purple objects are
static; objects with any other color are dynamic and subject to gravity. Actions are single balls at a
position (x, y) with radius r, depicted as a red ball which falls under gravity once placed. Agents can
observe the outcomes of these actions for a large set of training levels. Bottom: other example levels
that might be included in training. B: within-dataset testing includes levels that use the same object
types, but require different kinds of strategies to succeed. C: cross-dataset testing includes a set of
levels inspired by the Virtual Tools environment, which contains different object shapes.

must have the ability to extract abstract object properties from a scene, and use those representations
to reason creatively about how to solve a novel task.
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OGRE: Object-based Generalization for Reasoning

Example puzzles from OGRE are shown in Figure 1. Each puzzle has a goal state, which in OGRE is
always to make a green object touch a blue or purple object, and an initial state in which the goal
is not satisfied. A puzzle can be solved by placing one ball in the environment such that when the
physical simulation is run the goal is satisfied. Thus, like PHYRE and Virtual Tools, OGRE requires
agents have the ability to solve a diversity of tasks, and perform long-horizon causal reasoning to
select actions likely to solve the puzzle. Unlike in PHYRE and Virtual Tools, OGRE additionally
requires object generalization: the agent needs to re-use and adapt the knowledge it obtained by
interacting with one object type in training to interacting with new object types during testing. In this
section, we will explain how the environment works and the proposed training/test generalization
suite of OGRE.
2.1

Game mechanisms

Tasks in OGRE, as in PHYRE and Virtual Tools, are represented as initial static scenes composed
of objects of different types (see Figure 1). All objects are non-deformable and are either static or
dynamic, distinguished by color. Static objects remain at a fixed position and do not move, while
dynamic objects can move due to gravity or collisions with other objects. Objects can be of arbitrary
shape, including convex polygons, containers, line segments, or other compound shapes (see Figure
1). The goal for the scene is always to ensure that a green object touches a blue or purple object for at
least 3 seconds.
Unlike in many other environments, an agent in OGRE must achieve the goal by taking a single
action. The action is parameterized as a tuple (x, y, r); the location in x and y for a dynamic ball of
radius r. When the ball is placed, it must not extend beyond the world boundaries or intersect other
objects in the scene. If an action violates these requirements, it is invalid and cannot be simulated.
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Once a ball is placed, the simulator runs until the goal is achieved or until 1000 frames elapse. If
the agent was unsuccessful, the world is reset to its initial state and the agent can try again. After
acting, agents receive a binary reward indicating whether the goal was achieved, as well as a series of
observation images rasterizing the world to a 256×256 grid. Each grid cell takes one of seven values
specifying whether that location is a (1) dynamic goal object, (2) static goal subject, (3) dynamic
goal subject, (4) static non-goal body, (5) dynamic non-goal body, (6) body placed by the agent, or
(7) background. Figure 1 shows some sample OGRE tasks with goals written in natural language
solely for the convenience of the reader.
2.2

Generalization Tiers

OGRE posits that object representations should be useful for sample-efficient acting, and therefore
focuses on evaluations that measure an agent’s ability to generalize object knowledge by those metrics.
To test this, we provide two types of variation in OGRE – (a) variation in terms of the tasks that need
to be solved between training and testing but keeping object types consistent (within-dataset), and
(b) variation in the representation of objects between training and testing (cross-dataset).
The two datasets are taken from the PHYRE [2] and Virtual Tools game [1] levels respectively. Each
dataset consists of task templates (25 for PHYRE, 12 for Virtual Tools) which define a set of 100
related tasks with a common goal but different initial states. Individual levels in a template are
generated by varying task template parameters (such as positions of initial objects, sizes of initial
objects, and shapes of initial objects).
In the within-dataset generalization condition, the templates within the PHYRE dataset are split
into training, evaluation and test tasks. Evaluation split is expected to be used for all hyperparameter
tuning and preliminary experiments, while test split is expected to be used to report only the final
numbers. Crucially, there is no overlap between tasks in each condition, which forces agents to
generalize their object-oriented reasoning capabilities between train and test.
In the cross-dataset generalization condition, training templates are taken exclusively from PHYRE,
while test templates are taken exclusively from Virtual Tools. This generalization condition is much
harder, but still within reach for current AI and machine learning approaches. Both datasets use
different object types to construct their puzzles (e.g., there are no filled non-rectangular polygons
in PHYRE but there are in Virtual Tools) but both datasets use the same dynamics engine, goal
definitions, and object rendering process (e.g., black objects are always static, grey objects are always
dynamic non-goal objects, etc.). Thus an agent can learn general world and object properties that
transfer between training and testing, but will be unable to transfer learning about particular object
types.
In the training phase, the agent has access to the training tasks and unlimited access to the simulator.
The agent does not have access to task solutions, but can use the simulator to train models that can
solve tasks. Such models may include forward-prediction or action-prediction models.
In the testing phase, the agent receives test tasks that it needs to solve in as few attempts (queries to
the simulator) as possible. After each attempt, the agent receives a binary reward and observations of
intermediate world states either as a video or in a symbolic form. The agent can use this information
to refine its action for the next attempt.
Measuring Performance Agents are judged by the efficiency of their actions in the testing phase.
We define efficiency by the number of actions tried before solving a given task – fewer attempts
means greater efficiency. As in PHYRE and Tools, this can be formalized by recording the cumulative
percentage of test tasks that were solved as a function of the number of attempts k taken by a
model. From this curve, we compute the AUCCESS, or area under the success-percentage curve,
that aggregates the success percentages sk in the curve via a weighted average. To encourage more
sample-efficient agents, we take a log-scaling of the attempts to calculate the
P AUCCESS.
PThe weights
are therefore given as wk = log(k + 1) − log(k), yielding AUCCESS = k wk · sk / k wk .
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Analysis

We conduct experiments to obtain baseline results for within-dataset and cross-dataset generalization
on OGRE. Code reproducing the results of our experiments is available from https://github.
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com/facebookresearch/phyre/blob/ogre/agents/OGRE.md. We test the following agents on
the within-dataset and cross-dataset generalization settings:
Random agent (RAND). This agent simply samples valid actions uniformly at random from the 3D
action space at test time.
Object-Oriented Random Agent (OORAND). This agent samples actions whose position in x
overlaps any dynamic object in the scene, thus selecting from actions that are likely to have an impact
on the scene. The radius is sampled uniformly at random.
Deep Q-network (DQN). The DQN agent is taken directly from [2]. It is trained to predict reward
on a balanced set of successful and unsuccessful observation-action-reward triplets collected from
unrolling the simulator. Note that this balanced training is a serious limitation as it solves the
exploration problem for many levels. We did not tune parameters for the cross-dataset setting and use
parameters for within-dataset setting from the original paper.
Results We show the results of running each of the above agents on both the within-dataset setting,
and the cross-dataset setting in Table 1. For now, we only evaluate on PHYRE->PHYRE (withindataset) and PHYRE->Virtual Tools (cross-dataset). For the within-dataset condition, the DQN
model outperforms both the random and object-oriented random agent, suggesting that it is learning
something more general than simply tools near dynamic objects in the scene. However, for the
cross-dataset condition, the DQN no longer outperforms the simple object-oriented random agent.
This suggests that it has not learned a robust representation of objects that generalizes across datasets.
In both the within-dataset or cross-dataset conditions, no model is performing at human level. In
the related Virtual Tools environment, humans have a success percentage of approximately 75% at
k = 10 attempts. For more agent results, please see appendix A.

Within-Dataset Cross-Dataset
RAND
OORAND
DQN

13.0±5.0
25.3±9.0
36.8±9.7

Within-Dataset Cross-Dataset
RAND
OORAND
DQN

17.6±2.3
27.5±4.3
26.5±6.9

6.8±5.0
24.5±11.4
34.5±10.2

9.7±3.1
25.3±5.9
23.8±7.6

(b) Success percentage at k = 10 attempts of three
agents. Higher is better.

(a) Area under the success-percentage curve
(AUCCESS) of three agents. Higher is better.

Table 1: Comparison of the three agents on within-dataset and cross-dataset generalization. Mean
and standard deviation on the 10 folds are reported.
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Discussion and Future Work

OGRE aims to encourage the development of object representations that directly improve the reasoning and problem-solving capabilities of artificial agents, mirroring one of the most quintessentially
human traits: tool use. We have shown that both within-dataset and cross-dataset generalization
are challenging problems for current agents, and we expect significant improvements will require
more object-oriented, model-based approaches.
OGRE benefits from being based on two existing, independently developed environments. Virtual
Tools [1] showed that humans are capable of solving these 2-dimensional games in just a handful of
attempts, and that only an object-oriented, model-based approach could achieve similar efficiency.
PHYRE [2] tested a variety of different machine learning architectures, showing that there is substantial room for improvement. This underscores the appeal of OGRE as a benchmark for object-oriented
representations and generalization – Allen et al. [1] provides strong evidence that humans require
objects and dynamics models to play these games, while the coding environment of PHYRE [2] is
fast, well-engineered, and robust for rapid development of agents.
Future work can extend the testing generalization. Alternative object-oriented generalization, like
generalization over the action space (using two objects instead of one, or picking a shape from a set
of options), and generalization over object appearance (changing colors or textures during testing)
are easy to implement in the OGRE environment.
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A

Additional analyses

We compare complexity of the tasks in the original PHYRE tier with the tasks in the Virtual Tools tier
Fig. 2. The test tasks in Cross-Dataset settings are easier than ones in the Within-Dataset settings that
indicates that the failure of DQN generalization is not caused by increased complexity of the tasks.

Percentage of tasks solved

1.0

PHYRE-B
PHYRE-Tools

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

100

101

102
103
Number of attempts
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Figure 2: Percentage of tasks solved by a random agent (y-axis) as a function of the number of
attempts (x-axis; log scale) for both original PHYRE-B and the new PHYRE-Tools tiers. Values
are averaged over 10 runs over all tasks in the tier; error bars indicate one standard deviation.
PHYRE-Tools are slightly easier for solve using a random search.
We report result for all baseline agents from the PHYRE dataset [2] at table 2. We use the same
models and hyperparameters that were used from cross-template testing in the original paper. For
convenience we reproduce descriptions of the agents below.
Random agent (RAND). This agent does not perform any training and instead samples actions
uniformly at random from the 3D (depending on the tier) action space at test time.
Non-parametric agent (MEM). At training time, this agent generates a set of R random actions
and uses the simulator to check if each of these actions can solve each of the training tasks. For each
action a, the agent computes pa : the fraction of training tasks that the action solves. The agent then
sorts the R actions by pa (highest to lowest), and tries them in this order at test time. This agent is
non-parametric because it uses a list of “memorized” actions at test time.
In the within-dataset and cross-dataset settings, the test tasks come from previously unseen task
templates and this simple agent cannot relate them to tasks seen during training. It therefore uses the
same action ranking for all tasks and ignores the observation of the initial state.
Non-parametric agent with online learning (MEM-O). This agent has the same training phase as
the non-parametric agent, but continues to learn online at test time. Specifically, after finishing each
test task (either successfully or unsuccessfully), the agent updates pa based on the reward received
for each action a in the subset of the actions it attempted. The updated ranking is used when the
next task is attempted. Such online updates are beneficial, in particular, in the within-dataset setting
because they allow the agent to learn something about the tasks in the previously unseen templates.
Object-Oriented Random Agent (OORAND). This agent samples actions whose position in x
overlaps any dynamic object in the scene, thus selecting from actions that are likely to have an impact
on the scene. The radius is sampled uniformly at random.
Deep Q-network (DQN). As before, the DQN agent collects a set of observation-action-reward
triplets by randomly sampling actions and running them through the simulator. The agent trains a
deep network on the resulting data to predict the reward for an observation-action pair.
Deep Q-network with online learning (DQN-O). Akin to MEM-O, this agent uses rewards from
test tasks to perform online updates. After finishing a test task, the agent performs a number of
gradient descent updates using examples obtained from that task. The updated model is then used for
the next test task.
Note that the DQN-online agent performs remarkably well in the cross-dataset condition. We
hypothesize that this is because levels within a template require very similar actions to succeed
within the Virtual Tools tier. DQN-Online is therefore less appropriate for evaluating cross-dataset
transfer, as improvements can be mostly due to learning what general class of actions works well for
a particular template.
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Within-Dataset Cross-Dataset

Within-Dataset Cross-Dataset
RAND
MEM
MEM-O
OORAND
DQN
DQN-O

13.0±5.0
18.5±5.1
22.8±5.0
25.3±9.0
36.8±9.7
56.2±10.5

RAND
MEM
MEM-O
OORAND
DQN
DQN-O

17.6±2.3
24.5±4.9
29.0±4.5
27.5±4.3
26.5±6.9
48.6±7.1

6.8±5.0
15.2±5.9
20.1±5.6
24.5±11.4
34.5±10.2
58.2±10.9

9.7±3.1
23.9±5.8
27.4±5.1
25.3±5.9
23.8±7.6
51.1±7.8

(b) Success percentage at k = 10 attempts of three
agents. Higher is better.

(a) Area under the success-percentage curve
(AUCCESS) of three agents. Higher is better.

Table 2: Comparison of the three agents on within-dataset and cross-dataset generalization. Mean
and standard deviation on the 10 folds are reported.
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